District 4

2020 Census

Citizen Voting Age Population

Population | Deviation | Deviation % | Other | Other % | Latino | Latino % | Asian | Asian % | Black | Black %
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
141,408 | -877 | -0.6% | 28,004 | 19.8% | 102,048 | 72.2% | 9,688 | 6.9% | 1,668 | 1.2%

Total CVAP | Other CVAP | Other CVAP % | Latino CVAP | Latino CVAP % | Asian CVAP | Asian CVAP % | Black CVAP | Black CVAP %
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
69,101 | 21,186 | 30.7% | 40,792 | 59.0% | 4,954 | 7.2% | 2,169 | 3.1%